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Rings of Jupiter 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Faint, 4 components, mainly dust, Halo (thick inner torus-submicron), main ring, two faint outer gossamer rings Reddish, micron-sizedRing might exist in Himalia’s orbitThe Jovian ring system is faint and consists mainly of dust.[1][5] It has four main components: a thick inner torus of particles known as the "halo ring"; a relatively bright, exceptionally thin "main ring"; and two wide, thick and faint outer "gossamer rings", named for the moons of whose material they are composed: Amalthea and Thebe.[6]The main and halo rings consist of dust ejected from the moons Metis, Adrastea, and other unobserved parent bodies as the result of high-velocity impacts.[2] High-resolution images obtained in February and March 2007 by the New Horizons spacecraft revealed a rich fine structure in the main ring.[7]Image of the main ring obtained by Galileo in forward-scattered light. The Metis notch is clearly visible.en:Category:Jupiter Image of the main ring of Jupiter obtained by Galileo in forward-scattered light.



Rings of Saturn 
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Rings of Uranus 
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Presentation Notes
13 rings, 9 pre-Voyager (1977 Elliot et al.), +2 Voyager, +2 Hubble (Eta and Mu)Majority opaque, few km wide, some dusty, young, ~600 myrs old, collisional fragmentation2% albedo, water-ice, radiation-darkened organics, limited dustConfining mechanism unknown, not enough shepherd moonsIntermediate between Saturn and Jupiter/Neptune rings10 inner satellitesLimited dust, aerodynamic drag from extended Uranian exosphere



Rings of Neptune 
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Presentation Notes
5 principle rings, Galle, Le Verrier, Lassell, Arago and Adams , 3 narrow <100 km), 2 wide5 ring arcs (Adams ring), named Fraternité, Égalité 1 and 2, Liberté, and Courage. 2% albedo, Dark material like Uranian rings, water and radiation-darkened organics20-70% cross-section of micron-sized dust4 moons inside ringsThe rings of Neptune consist primarily of five principal rings and were first discovered (as "arcs") in 1984 in Chile by Patrice Bouchet, Reinhold Häfner and Jean Manfroid at La Silla Observatory (ESO) during an observing program proposed by André Brahic and Bruno Sicardy from Paris Observatory, and at Cerro Tololo Interamerican Observatory by F. Vilas and L.-R. Elicer for a program led by Williams Hubbard.[1][2] They were eventually imaged in 1989 by the Voyager 2 spacecraft.[3] At their densest, they are comparable to the less dense portions of Saturn's main rings such as the C ring and the Cassini Division, but much of Neptune's ring system is quite tenuous, faint and dusty, more closely resembling the rings of Jupiter. Neptune's rings are named after astronomers who contributed important work on the planet:[3] Galle, Le Verrier, Lassell, Arago, and Adams.[4][5] Neptune also has a faint unnamed ring coincident with the orbit of the moon Galatea. Three other moons orbit between the rings: Naiad, Thalassa and Despina.[5]The rings of Neptune are made of extremely dark material, likely organic compounds processed by radiation, similar to that found in the rings of Uranus.[6] The proportion of dust in the rings (between 20% and 70%) is high,[6] while their optical depth is low to moderate, at less than 0.1.[7] Uniquely, the Adams ring includes five distinct arcs, named Fraternité, Égalité 1 and 2, Liberté, and Courage. The arcs occupy a narrow range of orbital longitudes and are remarkably stable, having changed only slightly since their initial detection in 1980.[6] How the arcs are stabilized is still under debate. However, their stability is probably related to the resonant interaction between the Adams ring and its inner shepherd moon, Galatea.[8]



10199 Chariklo:  2 Rings 
• 2013 stellar occultation revealed 2 

rings, ~ 7 km and ~ 2 km wide and 
about 9 km apart 
 

• Water ice detected in rings 

• Smallest known 
object (~250 km) to 
have rings 
 

• Unexpected, rings 
thought to be stable 
only around more 
massive bodies 6 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
A stellar occultationin 2013 revealed that Chariklo has two rings, one about 7 and the other about 3 km wide,[5] being approximately 9 km apart,[16] at 396 and 405 km from Chariklo. This makes it the smallest known object to have rings. It appears that they are the source of the signature for water ice found in Chariklo's spectrum.[2][6][17]The existence of a ring system around a minor planet was unexpected because it had been thought that rings could only be stable around much more massive bodies. Ring systems around minor bodies had not previously been discovered despite the search for them through direct imaging and stellar occultation techniques.[2] It remains unclear how Chariklo could retain its rings over an extended period, but the existence of small shepherd moons may be invoked to confine the ring system.[2][6][17] The team nicknamed the rings Oiapoque (the inner, more substantial ring) and Chuí (the outer ring), after the two rivers that form the northern and southern coastal borders of Brazil. A request for formal names will be submitted to the IAU at a later date.[6]10199 Chariklo (/ˈkærɨkloʊ/ karr-i-kloh or /kəˈrɪkloʊ/ kə-rik-loh; Ancient Greek: Χαρικλώ; provisional designation: 1997 CU26) is the largest confirmed centaur (minor planet of the outer Solar System). It orbits the Sun between Saturn and Uranus, grazing the orbit of Uranus. On 26 March 2014, astronomers announced the discovery of two rings nicknamed Oiapoque and Chuí,[5] after two rivers that form the northern and southern coastal borders of Brazil, around Chariklo by observing a stellar occultation.[6][7]Chariklo was discovered by James V. Scotti of the Spacewatch program on February 15, 1997. Chariklo is named after the nymph Chariclo (Χαρικλώ), the wife of Chiron and the daughter of Apollo.



Decadal V&V questions relevant to Ring systems 

• A. Building new worlds: 
• Q1. What were the initial stages, conditions and processes of solar 

system formation and the nature of the interstellar matter that was 
incorporated? 

• Q2. How did the giant planets and their satellite systems accrete, and is 
there evidence that they migrated to new orbital positions? 

   
• C. Workings of solar systems: 
• Q7. How do the giant planets serve as laboratories to understand Earth, 

the solar system, and extrasolar planetary systems? 
• Q10. How have the myriad chemical and physical processes that shaped 

the solar system operated, interacted, and evolved over time? 
 

• Another source:  Ring White Paper 
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1.  What is currently causing ring structures to 
change or evolve? 

• Jupiter’s rings:  changes observed in diffuse rings 
• Saturn’s rings 

– Significant changes in D and F rings over decadal and shorter 
timescales 

• Neptune’s and possibly Uranus’ rings 
– Similarly fast changes 
– Neptune ring arcs evolving, one might be disappearing 

• Monitor rings to better understand changes 
• Detect and monitor orbital migration for both embedded “propeller” 

moons or moons interacting with rings 
– Reflects processes in protoplanetary disks 

• Past and present condition of ring disks help us understand how ring 
and satellite systems evolve 

• Q1, Q2, Q7, Q10 
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2.  What is the composition of ring systems, and how 
does that composition vary with time and space?  

• Saturn’s rings 
– Composition and thermal properties of particles and their 

regolith characteristics vary over different ring regions 
– Meteoroid pollution rates for rings important for 

understanding ring origin 
• Jupiter’s, Neptune’s and Uranus’ rings 

– Chemical and physical properties are almost completely 
unknown 

– Characterize them for comparative study 
• Chariklo rings:  water-ice detected, anything else? 
• Determine composition and particle physical 

characteristics  
– Will lead to better understanding of solar system in the past 

• Q1, Q2, Q7, Q10 
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3.  How old are the known ring systems, and how 
did they originate?  

• Jupiter’s rings:  Diffuse, gossamer rings 
• Saturn’s rings:  Massive, dense ring disk 
• Uranus’ rings:  Narrow, dense rings surrounded by broad 

sheets of tenuous dust  
• Neptune’s rings: Ring arcs in one ring, diffuse rings 
• Chariklo rings:  Largest Centaur has two rings 

– What other bodies might have rings and how might they originate? 

• Differing origins, histories and current states of these systems 
• Bring knowledge of other ring systems up to same level as 

knowledge of Saturn system 
• Past and present condition of ring disks help us understand 

how rings originate and evolve 
• Q1, Q7, Q10 
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4.  What can rings tell us about their planetary 
surroundings?  

• Ring systems function as useful detectors of 
their surrounding environment 

• Population of meteoroids in outer solar 
system illuminated by ring phenomena 

• Present condition of ring disks help us 
understand how rings interact with 
planetary surroundings 

• Q1, Q2, Q7, Q10 
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5.  What can rings tell us about exoplanets or 
about protoplanetary disks?  

• Planetary rings:  accessible natural laboratories 
for disk processes 

•  Inter-particle and disk-mass interactions key 
– Windows into the origins and operations of 

exoplanet systems and of or our own solar system 
in its early stages 

• Rings could be observed around transiting 
exoplanets possibly yielding constraints on 
planet’s spin and interior structure 

• Q1, Q2, Q7, Q10 
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Summary of Ring Questions 

1. What is currently causing ring structures to change 
or evolve? 

2. What is the composition of ring systems, and how 
does that composition vary with time and space?  

3. How old are the known ring systems, and how did 
they originate? 

4. What can rings tell us about their planetary 
surroundings?  

5. What can rings tell us about exoplanets or about 
protoplanetary disks?   
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